A self-adaptive distance regularized level set evolution method for optical disk segmentation.
The optic disc (OD) is one of the important anatomic structures on the retina, the changes of which shape and area may indicate disease processes, thus needs computerized quantification assistance. In this study, we proposed a self-adaptive distance regularized level set evolution method for OD segmentation without the periodically re-initializing steps in the level set function execution to a signed distance function during the evolution. In that framework, preprocessing of an image was performed using Fourier correlation coefficient filtering to obtain initial boundary as the beginning contour, then, an accurate boundary of the optic disc was obtained using the self-adaptive distance regularized level set evolution method. One hundred eye fundus color numerical images from public database were selected to validate our algorithm. Therefore, we believe that such automatic OD segmentation method could assist the ophthalmologist to segment OD more efficiently, which is of significance for future computer-aided early detection of glaucoma and retinopathy diseases.